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a cti/1 to resist illegitimate authority

SOLIDARITY:
MORE THAN A DAY
It is hard even in retrospect to gauge the importance
of Solidarity Day. Offered here are a few thoughts on its
significance to us and the work that Resist tries to do.
Solidarity Day was a successful gamble. While the
large numbers who turned out owed much to official
sponsorship and organization, the rejection of.Reaganomics by the rank and file of east coast industrial unionism was enthusiastic and spontaneous, and is bound to
strengthen progressive forces within the labor movement. It is impossible to imagine George Meany organizing such a demonstration, or including speakers that
essentially aligned organized labor with the 1972 Democratic Party platform.
Conspicuously missing from the demonstration was
an attack on military spending, or criticism of Reagan's
aggressive policy toward the Soviet Union and the Third
World. Though the demonstration was united in
denouncing the shifting of tax burdens onto the poor,
and cutting social services while the rich prospered, the
unprecedented buildup in military spending was scarcely
mentioned.
Particula~ly striking was the support for Poland.
Poland and the Solidarity movement has become the
symbol of a labor movement standing up to the government, and a rejection of Soviet domination over another
country. So far, ·so good. But in Poland "Solidarity"
also stands for a struggle for workers' control over
production, the use of the sympathetic strike so that
weak unions do not stand alone against employers and
the state, and labor action to gain broad, democratic
reforms that are not limited to wages and hours. The
peace movement needs to bring to the American people
and labor movement the true goals of Poland's Solidarity movement, lest it become only an expedient symbol
in the Cold War.
Finally, the class and racial diversity of Solidarity
Day should be a reminder to the peace movement of the
limited gains we have made in broadening our base of
support. To us at Resist it emphasizes the need to
include class and affirmative action issues at the core of
our peace work. This is not simply a good thing to do,
but a necessity if we are to build a movement capable of
heading off the drift toward war.

HOPES AND FEARS
FOR THE PEACE
MOVEMENT
FRANK BRODHEAD

When the Reagan steamroller pushed its budget package through a supine Congress only a few months ago, it
seemed like we were in for a long four years. Yet the
apparently unstoppable coalition has begun to unravel.
The contradictions in Reagan's tax and domestic policy,
and the incoherence of his foreign policy, have begun to
bring chaos out of order. The human costs of Reaganomics are about to stimulate a new coalition of organized labor and progressive forces. What seemed frozen
has now begun to move.
The cloud in this silver lining is the danger of war .
The most obvious way to resharpen the conservative
edge will be to drag out the Soviet threat, dust if off
with a few mini-confrontations, and use it to sell domestic suffering as an unfortunately necessary by-product
of a great military buildup. In searching the political
landscape, in fact, the Soviet threat appears to be not
only a likely Reagan option, but probably his only
option.
The Cookie Crumbles

The political and legislative landscape is littered with
.roadblocks to re-establishing the conservative consensus
seemingly achieved through Reagan's election.
Problems have emerged most obviously around the
budget cuts. The Wall Street collapse represents a vote
of "no confidence" in Reagan's program from the
Eastern banking and financial establishment, whose
support is obviously crucial to an economic program
relying so much on investor confidence. The cuts themselves, anticipated although not yet in effect, have been
damaging in two ways . They have alienated a substantial share of Reagan's white working-class support, as
illustrated most clearly in the willingness of the AFLCIO leadership to call for a show of force, and achieve
it, around Solidarity Day. And they have undermined
Reagan 's image as a "nice guy," and a popular
president.
Impending decisions on foreign and military policy
are similarly divisive. While polls continue to show that

the President's area of greatest support is around military issues, there is a growing minority that would re~ist
increased military spending at the expense of domestic
programs. Reagan has already chosen to go ahead with
the MX missile. two new bombers, and a host of new
military gadgets. and the Administration must make
some decision soon on enforcing or discontinuing draft
registration. None of these decisions will find a clear
consensus in the new Republican coalition. Nor have the
major foreign policy initiatives so far achieved much
success: pushing NA TO countries and Japan towards an
aggressive rearmament program has generated widespread resistance and the emergence of a strong wave of
"neutralism" abroad; attempting to anchor our Middle
East policy on the AW AC sale appears headed for
disaster; aligning ourselves with the apartheid regime in
South Africa has been very divisive internationally and
at home; and Congress seems to be moving to repudiate
Administration policy in El Salvador.
What seemed at the outset to be an Administration
backed by a strong, popular consensus now appears in
trouble. Evans and Novak predict that if Congress
rejects the AW AC sale Reagan's foreign policy will lie
in ruins, and James Reston is already cautioning us that
Reagan is the only president we've got. The mass media
seem to have become bolder in criticizing the venality,
conspicuous opulence, and unabashedly pro-business
orientation of the Administration, which is already
firmly fixed in the public mind as a government of, by,
and for the rich.
The traditional solution for foreign policy stalemate
and an unravelling domestic consensus is to find a
foreign threat. The sad tale of nations stumbling into
war in 1914 shows what lengths they will go to when
faced by growing internal dissent. The point is not that,
in 1914 or 1981, nations launch an international conflagration to quell domestic tensions. Rather it is that
domestic tensions do not allow for foreign policy
defeats or diplomatic concessions, for these will only
erode support for the regime in power. strengthening
left- and right-wing forces. We can also expect occasional military adventures as a means of justifying the
arms buildup. It seems only a matter of time, for
example, before provocations like that in Libya's Gulf
of Sidra start a chain reaction that could lead to a
confrontation between the US and Soviet Union.
Yet Reagan has little recourse but to launch a '"strategy of tension" against the Soviet Union in order to
patch over the cracks in his coalition. Sadly enough, this
strategy is likely to succeed. Both the Democratic Party
and the AFL-CIO leadership share the basic assumptions of cold war politics. Lane Kirkland, for example,
is a member of the Committee on the Present Danger.
an influential and aggressively anti-Soviet organization
calling for a massive arms buildup directed against the
Soviet Union. As the likely heads of any progressive,
anti-Reagan coalition that will emerge in opposition to
budget cuts and a regressive domestic program, this
leadership will be unable to offer an alternative view on
foreign policy. Dissent from these quarters will likely
quarrel only with the relative size of resources diverted

from human needs to warfare, and not with the fundamental thrust of the anti-Soviet crusade. Yet if the antiReagan coalition is united only around opposition to his
domestic program, hoping against hope that we do not
.. blunder" into war, the coalition it:>df will be unstable.
Short of a fundamental political realignment, the only
funding sources for restoring the level of social services
are the military budget or new taxes. Both issues would
at present split a labor-Democratic Party coalition,
leaving it open to divisive appeals to white and male
supremacy, and to regional and local interests.

The Peace Movement
Clearly the peace movement has a critical role to play
in this situation: What is the role, and how should we
fulfill it? For starters, we must recognize the novelty of
our situation. We have little experience in the last two
decades with successful work with organized labor,
largely absent from the civil rights movement, and
conspicuously absent from the anti-Vietnam war movement. And since the end of the Vietnam war, there has
been little mass movement of any kind until the stirrings
caused by the renewal of draft registration. This has
. helped, I believe, to turn the traditional peace
movement in upon itself. We have networked and
conferenced ourselves to death. While the Nuclear
Freeze and Jobs with Peace campaigns have begun to do
broader outreach work, my impression is that only
tentative steps have been taken to broaden the class and
racial composition of the movements themselves, and
that even these steps have been largely at the leadership
and endorsement levels. We are still a long way from
directly contacting the hundreds of thousands who
turned out for Solidarity Day, or that will form the
rank-and-file of the anti-Reagan coalition.
1f there were a magic formula we would have found it
by now. The peace movement has a fund of knowledge
and experience, <1 vast network of friends and supporters, and at least rudimentary contacts with the emerging
anti-Reagan coalition. If we are to succeed in persuading this coalition to abandon the traditional cold war
mentality of its leadership we must start by recognizing
that we are entering new territory, that this coalition
rests on a multi-racial labor movement in a racist
society, and that the domestic concerns of its rank-andfile must be incorporated into our work against war and
militarism. Only then do we have a hope of changing the
class and racial composition of the peace movement
itself, a pre-requisite if we are to force the emerging
anti-Reagan coalition to break with the assumptions of
the cold war.

GUNS AND BUTTER
ORGANIZING AROUND
THE MILITARY BUDGET
During the next few months two issues are likely to
dominate news coming out of Washington: Reagan's
massive arms buildup, and the hardships suffered by
victims of social service cutbacks. Never before have we
been presented with such a stark and highly visible trade
off between guns and butter. And as never before will
the incumbent adminstration be forced to justify the
expansion of the arms race to those who must do without in order that the race can continue.
This situation presents the peace movement with both
an opportunity and a responsibility. A responsibility
because it is the peace movement which must find ways
to popularize what it knows about the reality of the
Soviet threal, the purpose of the new weapons systems,
and the danger of war presented by this new arms -buildup. An opportunity because the concerns of the peace
movement have been generally restricted to a relative
handful of people. Reagan's budget will force the labor
movement, poor and third world communities, and
even state and local governments to treat excessive military expenditures as an issue of immediate survival.
How are we to do this? I think the most important
effort will be to change our style of work, and to
broaden our concerns. For example, peace movement
forces were largely invisible at Solidarity Day; and there
has been litte peace movement presence at rallies in
the Boston area against cutbacks. We need simple, non-

rhetorical literature which translates specific military
programs and items of hardware into cutbacks in health
care, education, municipal services, child services, and
affirmative action. Massachusetts, for example, is in the
midst of a property tax payer's revolt; yet few know that
Boston's contribution to the military budget is far
greater than all property taxes paid by Boston residents.
We need to become part of campaigns generated
against high taxes and service cutbacks. We must master
the mysteries of block grants and stale legislative timetables for implementing them. In most states there exist
unions and/or lobbying groups concerned with specific
areas of human services, such as the elderly or children.
In many states there exist coalitions of service providers
or recipients. The so-called "new federalism" means
that many details of the cutbacks will be worked out in
state legislative committees, rather than at the Congressional level. Pressure on state income and property taxes
will pit public sector workers against tax payers, and
both groups against clients and recipients. A strong
pressure that focuses on the military budget might help
to diminish the racial divisions and labor disunity which
Reaganomics will otherwise foster.
One movement which addresses these issues is the
Jobs with Peace (JwP) campaign in Boston and other
cities. JwP campaigns have placed a series of local
public policy questions on the ballot, calling on the state
legislature or city council to pass a resolution urging
Congress to reduce the military budget and use the
additional funds for human services. Since 1979, voters
in San Francisco, Madison, Berkeley, Oakland, and
Detroit have passed Jobs with Peace initiatives. In

Jobs Created by $1 Billion of Spending
85 ,000
70,000
58,000
45 ,000
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Source: Tht1 Empty Porkbarrel. Anderson, 1973.
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Massachusetts last November, three of four legislative
districts passed such a resolution, and a referendum
campaign is now proceeding in the city of Boston. The
campaign allows peace workers to apprQacA voters
directly on the guns/butter tradeoff, and to enlist local
unions in at least a symbolic protest against military
expenditures.
Finally, we need to renew our efforts to produce and
distribute attractive literature and films for peace education. We know that people would rather not know
about the threat of nuclear war, and that we all unconsciously block out the real dangers of the arms buildup.
Additionally, anti-cutback or human service activists
will want to focus on their main concerns, and will likely
regard peace education as a diversion. Yet we would do
well to campaign not only around the human costs of
resources diverted to the military budget, but the
dangers to peace they represent. As we must learn the
difference between a block grant and an entitlement
program, we must encourage others to learn about the
specific ways in which the new generation of nuclear
weapons increases the dangers of war.
FRANK BRODHEAD

RESOURCES
Coalition for a New Foreign and Military Policy, 120
Maryland Ave. NE, Washington, DC 20002. Many
publications, especially their "Priorities Action Guide:
Guns vs. ·Butter," $ .25 plus postage.
Council on Economic Priorities, 84 Fifth Ave., New
York, NY l 0011. Many publications and a newsletter,
especially that of May, 1981, "The Impact of Reagan's
Rearmament,'' by Robert Degrasse Jr. and . Paul
Murphy, $1.00.
Employment Research Associates, 400 South Washington Ave., Lansing, Ml 48933. Particularly Bankrupting

America: The Military Budget for the Next Five Years
($3.00, 1980), and The Impact of Military Spending on
US Congressional Districts ($4.00), both by James R.
Anderson; and The Impact of Military Spending on the
Machinists Union ($1.00) by Marion Anderson.
National SANE Education Fund, 514 C St., NE,
Washington DC 20002. Military Budget Manual: How
to Cut Arms Spending Without Harming National
Security, $1.50. Economic benefits of cutting specific,
unnecessary programs.
The Boston Study Group, The Price of Defense: A New
Strategy for Military Spending, (Times Books, 1979),
available from George Sommaripa, 17 Bishop Allen
Dr., Cambridge, MA 02139 for $7.00.

Dollars and Sense, 38 Union Square, Somerville, MA
02143. Ten issues per year, $12.00. Essential
for
keeping up on Reaganomics.
Jobs with Peace, 10 West St., Boston, MA 02111. (617)
451-3389. Their "Study Guide" and other literature can
be had for $2.00.

BUT SERIOUSLY, FOL
While government spending on huge military
systems is irrational and dangerous for society as a
whole. it is extremely profitable for the weapons
makers themselves. Michael Parenti addresses the
"rationality,. of the arms race:
[The] arguments against massive military
spending are compelling if we assume that the
function of the market economy is to serve the
needs of taxpayers, consumers, and workers
rather than the interests of those who own the
economy. But once we admit that the market
economy has needs of its own relating to profit
and investment, then the arguments in support of
military spending cuts become irrelevant, for the
truth is that military spending is vital to corporate
America. It is vital for these reasons:
First, the armaments market does not compete
with the consumer market (from the investor's
perspective), for it creates a whole new and evergrowing area of demand and investment, producing products that have a built-in obsolescence.
Most weapons systems have a brief life span, often
becoming technologically obsolete not long after
they roll off the production line.
Second, the taxpayer's money underwrites all
the risks and most of the costs of weapons development and sales. Unlike automobile manufacturers, who must worry about selling the cars they
produce, weapons manufacturers have a contracted market complete with cost overrun
guarantees of 300 to 700 percent.
Third, with noncompetitive bids on defense
contracts, a company can submit almost any
intlated price and get the contract. Indeed, the
higher the negotiated bid, the more welcome it is,
since both the contractor and the military are
interested in mounting the largest operation
possible.
Fourth, all research and development costs are
met by the Government, as are most operational
costs, so the contracting firm risks relatively little
capital of its own.
Fifth, what all this adds up to is that the
weapons industry is the most lucrative business
there is, with. profits many times higher than any
to be obtained in the civilian sector. The General
Accounting Office reports that profits before
taxes - and the major companies pay relatively
little in taxes - were 56 percent for defense
contractors, with some companies reaping more
than 200 percent.
Excerpted fro·m '"More Bucks from the Bang," The
Progressive, July 28, 1980. Copies of this article (anc.i
many others) are available from Promoting Enduring
Peace, PO Box I03, Woodmont, CT 06460. Free except
for postage; write for their catalogue.

WHAT THE Ml LITARY 81 LLIONS COULD BUY
en percent of the military outlays trom
cal 1981 to 1986

= $100 bil

he cost overrun, to 1981 , on the Navy's
Aegis cruiser program

8.4 bil

the comprehensive research and development effort needed to produce 80- to 100-mile-per-gallon cars

42 bil

for California, a 10-year investment to spur solar energy tor space-,
water- and industrial•process heating; this would involve 376,000 new
jobs and lead to vast fuel savings

110 bil

the 20-year cost of solar devices and energy-conservation equipment in commercial buildings, saving 3.7 million barrels of oil per
day

11 bil

the cost of bringing the annual rate of investment in public works to
the 1965 level

The cost overrun, to 1981 , on the Navy's
current submarine, frigate, and destroyer
programs
Sixty-three percent of the cost overruns,
to 1981 , on 50 current major weapons
systems

=

The cruise-missile programs
Two 8-1 bombers
Cost overruns, to 1981 , on the Navy's Trident and the Air Force 's F-16 programs

400 mil

the cost of rehabilitating or reconstructing one out of five United
States bridges

34 bil

the cost of modernizing America 's machine-tool stock to bring it to
the average level of Japan's

263 mil

President Reagan 's proposed fiscal 1981 and 1982 cuts in the Northeast corridor improvement programs, and in the alcohol-fuels development program
·

5.8 bil

the cost of converting 77 oil-using power plants to coal. saving
350,000 barrels of oil per day

Two nuclear-powered air-craft carriers
Eighty-eight percent of the cost overrun,
to 1981. of the Navy's Tomahawk _
cruise
missile

President Reagan 's proposed fiscal 1981 and 1982 cuts in the Federal solar-energy budget

444 mil

82 mil

one hundred top-quality, energy-efficient electric trolleys (made in
West Germany)

29 mil

the cost of training 200 engineers to design and produce electric
trolleys in the United States

Three Army AH -64 helicopters
One F-1SA airplane
Forty-six Army heavy (XM-1) tanks

the cost of rebuilding Cleveland's water-supply system

33 bil

The Navy 's F-18 fighter programs
Seventy-five percent of the cost overrun,
to 1981 , on the Navy's 5-inch guided projectible program

the cost of rehabilitating the United States ' stael industry so that it is
again the most efficient in the world

120 mil

five hundred top-qu~lity city buses (West German-made)

The cost overrun, to 1981 , on Navy frigates (FFG-7)

5 bil

the minimum additional annual investment needed to prevent water
pollution in the US from exceeding present standards

The cost of unjustified noncombat Pentagon aircraft

6.8 bil

six years of capital investment that is needed to rehabilitate New
York City transit

The cost overrun , to 1981 , on the Army 's
heavy tank (XM-1) program

13 bil

the shortfall of capital needed for maintaining water supplies of 150
United States cities for the next 20 years

34 bil

the cost of a comprehensive 10-year energy-efficiency effort to save
25 percent to 50 percent of US oil imports

Reactivating two World War II moth-balled
battleships

376 mil

President Reagan ·s fiscal 1981 and fiscal 1982 cut in energy-conservation investment

The cost overrun , to 1981 , on the Navy's
F-18 aircraft program

26.4 bil

the cost of electrifying 55.000 miles of mainline railroads, and the
cost of new locomotives

The MX missile system , first cost

The cost overrun , to 1981 , of the Army 's
UH -60A helicopter program

4.7 bil

One nuclear (SSN-688) attack submarine

2 bil

the cost of 100 miles of electrified rail right -of-way

2 bil

the cost of dredging six Gulf Coast and Atlantic Coast harbors to
handle 150,000-ton cargo vessels

Ten 8-1 bombers

the annual capital investment for restoring New York City 's roads,
bridges, aqueducts, subways· and buses

Adapted .from un article by Seymour Melman in the New York Times .

''WE'' AND ''THEY''
ON THE BLOCK
AMANDA CLAIBORNE

Authors Note: I recently spent some time fighting fire
department cuts in my community. During the fight I
came into contact with several professional community
organizers from the local community group that was
organizing the campaign. Out of my experience and f rustrations with these people came the following.
Community organizers don't like me. Block clubs bore
me and I call a spade a spade. "What do you think of the
military budget?" is a question I ask a lot.
Community organizers talk about WE and THEY a lot.
"Good," I think. "Class conflict is the reality." Then I
find out that WE is the radicals, the pinkos, the organizers, and THEY is everyone else, also known as PEOPLE
FROM THE COMMUNITY. A sample sentence: "WE
can't talk about the military budget because THEY will be
alienated by this."
WE do not think THEY are very bright.
THEY do not know about WE and THEY. THEY
think that I'm at the meeting to discuss fire department
cuts because they're going to effect me. (They're right.)
THEY like it when I call the Mayor a liar and don't seem
to mind when I bring up the MX Missile. "What a waste,"
some of them say. THEY call a spade a spade. WE are not
very pleased with THEY about this.
If community organizers do not like me, I confess that I
am not very pleased with them either. But I can't blame
organizers alone for their shortcomings. Their organizing
techniques clearly do not derive from experience nor from
common sense, so I conclude that they must be learned
behavior. I have postulated a school for community
organizing teaching three cardinal rules, as follows:
Rule 1. The Organization's the Thing. This states in part
that, "It's not so much what you do actually as long as
you attend meetings regularly."
Rule 2: The Uriah Heep Rule, a/k/a the Umbler Than
Thou Rule. This rule is responsible for three widelyobserved organizing traits: (a) Affectation of a "workingclass" accent, (b) Extreme effort to conceal any time spent
at institutions of higher learning (as well as whatever was
learned there), and (c) Mumbling, stuttering, and lack of
organization in speech and writing.
Rule 3. The Bread-Box Test Rule. This states in part
that, "If the issue is larger than the neighborhood than by
all means DON'T organize around it."
Before Reagan was elected I was a lot more tolerant.
After all who was I to stand in the way of an organizer
with a mission (be it ever so humble). But we're in serious
trouble now, and umble just won't do anymore.
The only hope we have of creating a significant left
opposition in the next four years is that Reagan is going to

make a lot of people very anary. Services are ·
disappear, but the people who need these services wiB
be around and very angry, we hope. The o
·
mission is clear in this situation: to work with these
people to help them clarify the issues and organize
tively for change. In order to do this the time-honored
three Rules are going to have to go. I suggest their replacement by the three Modest Tips listed below (courtesy of
the Call a Spade A Spade correspondence school of
organizing).
Tip 1. Organizations per se are useless. People do not
become more powerful just by virtue of being permanently
organized into block clubs. Frequent meetings may be
necessary for organizers but why should anyone else be
forced to attend.
Tip 2. Organizers should organize. A part of being an
organizer is recognizing and cultivating leadership ability
in others; however, organizers presumably are organizers
because they know a thing or two, like how to chair a
meeting, speak in public or write a convincing leaflet, and
organize a phone tree. They should not conceal these skills
from the people who need them.
Tip 3. Call a spade a spade. The problems of one block
were not created on and are not confined to that block, so
with the problems of a neighborhood or city. Putting the
blame for service cuts solely on a mayor who is contending
with massive cuts in state and federal aid to his community
is only scapegoating. It plays into the hands of the right
wing which would like everyone to believe that there is
nothing wrong with federal priorities, and that the
problem is waste in local government. When fighting
service cutbacks it is the organizer's duty to point the
finger at the true villain - federal military spending.
The link between local service cuts and increased military spending is obvious, well-documented, and essential
to understanding the current situation. Obscuring the facts
serves no one's interest. Except perhaps that of the organizer who would rather censor his politics, for fear of being
thought too radical, than run the risk of alienating any of
his potential constituency. (The organizer, in short,
cripples his organization by his own internal red-baiting.)
In fact, organizers alienate people all the time by their
choice of issue and by the substance of their argument.
This was the case when community organizations decided
not to make racism an issue and thereby alienated their
entire black constituency. and this mistake will now be
repeated with the issue of militarism. It is far better to
alienate the local VFW chapter by being critical of the
military than to alienate the impoverished family whose
continued viability is directly threatened by the current
growth in military spending. Organizers can no longer
afford to avoid the real issue of the '80s - Guns vs.
Butter. They must know that in order to empower the
powerless you've got to challenge the power.

IVIL DEFENSE

program, complete with tax writeoffs, was urged by
President Kennedy during the long unfolding of the
Berlin Crisis in the summer of 1961. Yet in spite of
presidential exhortation (and a special issue of Life
magazine), few fallout shelters were built. Public skepticism about their usefulness remained high; but most
important was the moral debate on the ethics of one
family surviving in its shelter while keeping the neighbor's kid away at gunpoint. For a brief moment the
nation focused on a vision of the United States in a
nuclear war, and rejected individual solutions to the
problems of survival.
With the emergence of McNamara's philosophy of
"Mutual Assured Destruction" (MAD) in the 1960s,
civil defense received little government support. The
vulnerability of the population to a nuclear attack was
held a deterrent to nuclear war. This began to change in
the 1970s, however, with the emergence of limited
nuclear war scenarios. In late 1977, after a review of civil
defense by the National Security Council, President
Carter issued Presidential Directive 41. PD 41 called
civil defense "an element of the strategic balance," and
established the current crisis relocation program. About
$100 million has been appropriated for this program
each year, and in February the Reagan administration
announced that it intends to continue it.
As it now stands the CRP covers about 400 "risk
areas" in the US, including 250 metropolitan areas with
more than 50,000 people each. Though these areas cover
only 20,o to 30,o of the land area of the US, they include
more than two-thirds of our population and industry.
The plan rests on two main assumptions, both of which
are false . The first is that recovery and survival is possible for those escaping the initial blast and firestorm of
a nuclear attack . Initial survivors would more likely be
confronted with disease epidemics in crops and humans,
a primitive economy, major global climate changes,
great suffering and general madness. The number of
nuclear warheads simply exceeds what can be survived.
The picture which the government presents of Soviet
civil defense preparations is also false. Such preparations would at best be helpful in a nuclear war with
China: they would be of no use in a major nuclear war.
The plans, moreover, largely exist on paper. No evacuation drills have ever been held . And the plans require
more than 20 million evacuees to walk .. The Soviet civil
defense establishment, moreover , is comparable to our
National Guard, and is primarily concerned with
disaster relief. A more accurate appraisal of the Soviet
civil defense system would call it a misleading public
relations effort of the government to persuade Soviet
citizens that it is looking out for their security.
The new Crisis Relocation program presents a challenge and an opportunity to the peace movement. Like
the draft and the guns/butter trade off in the budget,
civil defense brings the war home. Because local governments must administer and pay for any evacuation
plans, they can - and should - become a focus for
neighborhood work against nuclear war.

Last month the Cambridge City Council mailed a
pamphlet called "Cambridge and Nuclear Weapons" to
30,000 Cambridge households. The pamplet describes
the effects of a single nuclear explosion in Cambridge,
and states the City Council's conclusion that "the sole
means of protecting Cambridge citizens from nuclear
warfare would be for nations with nuclear arms to
destroy those arms and renounce their use." The pamphlet also includes a listing of area peace organizations,
and urges residents to become informed and involved.
The preparation of the pamphlet was accompanied by
a directive to the Civil Defense Department to "conduct
a program through all the media urging the citizens of
Massachusetts to communicate to their representatives
in Congress and the Legislature the necessity of continuing negotiations with foreign powers" to control
nuclear arms. The School Committee also acted to
establish a curriculum to support "children's and young
people's un"derstanding of the history, scientific background, economics and politics of waging peace in the
nuclear age."
This action by the Cambridge City _Council was taken
in response to the proposed Civil Defense Relocation
Instructions, which were drawn up by state agencies and
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
to evacuate 870,000 residents of the Greater Boston area
to Maine and western Massachusettes in case of a
nuclear alert. Cambridge residents will be instructed to
drive or take the train to Greenfield, Mass., taking with
them camping supplies, food, their wills and credit
cards .
Renewed interest in civil defense and evacuation is
closely connected with the growing arms race. One
motivation for Crisis Relocation Planning (CRP) is
alarm over the " evacuation gap": the Russians are
supposedly ahead of us in their ability to evacuate their
cities. According to FEMA, as a result of the Soviet 's
"crisis relocation capability," by 1985 "a 40070 to 90070
survival asymmetry could exist between the US and the
USSR if deterrence fails." Thus the arms race is
affected in two ways. The Soviet Union would be supposedly less reluctant to enter into a nuclear war with
the United States if it thought that a much larger
proportion of its population would survive than that of
the US. Secondly, evacuation planning allegedly gives
the Soviet Union an additional escalation step - evacuating its cities - which is not now possessed by the
United States.
With CRP, civil defense strategies have now come full
circle. In the 1950s, one justification for building the
interstate highway system was its use in evacuating cities
during a nuclear alert. With the development of ICBMs
by the Soviet Union in the late 1950s, however , civil
defense focused on blast and fallout shelters. No evacuation would be possible.
Fallout shelters had their own problems. Long advocated by Nelson Rockefeller, a massive fallout shelter
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GRANTS
WIRE SERVICE (WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL
RESOURCE EXCHANGE, 2700 Broadway, Rm 7,
NYC 10025)
"Women and girls are half the world's population, do
two-thirds of the world's work hours, receive a tenth of
the world's income, and own less than a hundredth of
the world's property." -World Conference, UN
Decade for Women, 1980.
Many women's groups have come to realise that the
problems they face are international in scope, that they
must not only work around local issues but also international ones. For example, the forces that are attempting to limit abortion rights for poor women in the US
are the same ones who are attempting to impose a policy
of population control in Third World countries. The
same textile companies that ran away to the south where
they could exploit southern women workers have now
expanded their international assembly line to include
shops on the Mexican border and in the Dominican
Republic. Women in the Third World are fighting back,
although information about their problems is generally
lacking. WIRE Service has responded to this need by
gathering and inexpensively reproducing articles that
examine the issues of Third World women. For the past
two years WIRE Service has committed itself to helping
Hispanic and other minority women better understand
and fight against their multiple exploitation and alienation . In the past they have reprinted articles about
women in India, the Mideast, Southeast Asia, Puerto
Rico, and Latin America. Their most recent project,
which Resist helped fund, is a packet of articles, interviews, poems, and photographs called El Salvador:
Women and War. Individual copies are $3.00 prepaid
(includes postage).

THE ALTERNATE IMAGE (531 N. 4th Ave. , Tucson,
AZ 85705).
The Alternate Image is an extension of the Tucson
Community Development/Design Center which has
ten years experience in providing advocacy community
organizing around the demand for equal access to
physical facilities for working class people. During these
ten years the Design Center has carried out over l 000
projects. The people who are served by the Center are
below median income and most are Chicano and Native
American. In addition to their community organizing
the Center publishes a bilingual newsletter and operates
an exhibit and performance space where political art
shows and films are held. The film programs provide
information and cultural education not available in
establishment media, and stress the relationship of
Third World struggles to those of working class people.
Their Resist grant went toward the purchase of the film
"El Salvador: Another Vietnam'?" which they are
planning to show every weekday afternoon at the
Univeristy of Arizona student union (in a period of
eight weeks they hope to reach about 3000 people).

THE SECOND WOMEN•s PENTAGON
ACTION - NOVEMBER 15th & 16th
Last year over 2,000 women, primarily from the
Northeast, gathered in Washington, DC, for two
days of events known as the Women's Pentagon
Action. This fall more groups from Wisconsin,
Vermont, Rochester, and the southern states are
planning to join the Action. At least 5,000 participants are expected. Again, the WPA Unity Statement will be used as a guide, and women will be
addressing and connecting issues of Feminism and
Militarism. Last year's events began with a day of
speakers and workshops which climaxed with a
march and vigil through a DC neighborhood. On
the second day, women marched through Arlington Cemetery to the Pentagon, symbolically
making the links. A creative, nonviolent direct
action was developed in four stages: Mourning,
Rage, Empowerment, and Defiance, which
included civ~l disobedience. More creativity,
visibility, and community tie-ins are being planned
for this year, and extensive outreach is being done,
particularly to Third World women. Resist is
helping to support the Women's Pentagon Action
again this year . For more information, please
contact Women's Pentagon Action - DC, PO
Box 9306, Washington, DC 20005, (202) 4834284.

THOSE UNITED TO FIGHT FASCISM (PO Box
15366, Columbus, OH 43215)
In 1979 a group of people in Columbus formed an
organization to oppose the wave of Klan activity that
was spreading through the O_h io area. Since then TUFF
has opened chapters in other parts of Ohio and in Pittsburgh and North Carolina. Along with expanding
nationally TUFF has widened its focus. Its members
have prepared resolutions and papers for the United
Steel Workers, the American Federation of Teachers,
and other labor groups. They have also testified before
Congress on the rise of the Klan and other fascist
groups. Their speakers have appeared on radio and TV
talk shows, at numerous colleges, high schools,
churches, unions, and before feminist and gay audiences. Over the past two years TU FF has worked with
almost every progressive group in the midwest, helped
found the National Anti-Klan Network and People
United, and participated in anti-fascist demonstrations
across the country. Besides producing literature about
repressive legislation, the Moral Majority, the US Labor
Party, the Moonies, the Atlanta murders, and the Klan
and Labor, TUFF puts out a monthly newsletter to 2000
readers in 47 states and 4 countries. Resist's grant was to
help support some of TUFF's important ongoing work .

